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INTRODUCTION
A purpose statement will not make any 
difference if it is not used to make day-to-
day decisions across the company. 

This tool is for everyone in the company, 
and it especially important for the formal 
decision makers to make use of, if you 
have already chosen to move in a purpose-
driven direction as a business. 

An open mind is required to get the most 
out of the tool, because it is easy for all of 
us to make early conclusions without a 
solid foundation first. Making sure to look 
at all the input without any judgement is a 
critical first step and will enable you to see 
new patterns and trends across all of the 
data collected. 

• Consider the follow first:
• Who are the right people to give you an honest, deep 

and insightful understanding the current baseline of your 
purpose implementation?

• Get those people onboard and invite them in to give all 
their perspectives from the template on the next pages. 

• Have all the chosen people to answer the questions 
individually first before they get a chance to discuss it 
together. 

• It is not the objective that they agree, but you create 
hypothesis across their statements afterwards. 

• Based on the insights from all the people involved 
consider the following:

• What are they actually telling us that we must pay 
attention to – and why?

• What trends and tendencies in their answers do we see?
• What is already working well that must continue or grow 

more?
• Where are we still lacking and what is our respond to 

that?
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LOW DEGREE HIGH DEGREE

We have an authentic, effective and inspiring purpose

PURPOSE

EXECUTIVE 
LEADERSHIP

STRATEGY

Our purpose is clearly translated, so that everyone can act on it 

Everyone is onboarded to our purpose, the meaning of it and how to live it

We run the company with our purpose as the highest authority

HIGH DEGREE

The success of the board and executive leadership team is directly anchored in the purpose of our company

Profit is deliberately being used to fund the ambitions expressed in our purpose

Purpose impact is being measured and rewarded across the entire company

The executive leadership team is highly trained in how to run a purpose-driven business

HIGH DEGREE

Our purpose and strategy are directly linked and reinforcing each other

Strategic objectives are directly anchored in the ambitions expressed in our purpose

We are consistent in saying ’no’ to opportunities not align with our purpose and strategy

Strategic success is primarily measured outside of the company

LOW DEGREE

LOW DEGREE
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LOW DEGREE HIGH DEGREE

Our leadership model is directly rooted in our purpose

LEADERSHIP

IDENTITY

SALES

All leaders are trained in purpose-driven leadership

Successful leadership is also measured and rewarded based on purpose-impact

Leaders have access to inspiration, support and guidance in how to balance purpose, people and profit

HIGH DEGREE

People responsible for our corporate identity (communication, marketing, public affairs) are all trained in purpose-driven business

All work done on our identity is rooted in the ambition from our purpose

Our communication is primarily documenting the journey towards purpose impact

There is no separation between how you internally operate and how you externally brand yourself

HIGH DEGREE

The way you have translated your purpose is directly linked to what success looks like in your sales department

You use your purpose as a gate for what is being sold and how it is being sold

Alle sales people are trained in purpose-driven business

All products and services are directly linked to your decided purpose impact

LOW DEGREE

LOW DEGREE
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LOW DEGREE HIGH DEGREE

All people and development activities are purpose anchored

Your purpose is a key driver of all recruitment decisions

Your purpose is directly influencing how you define great leadership and talent 

All people responsible for people & culture are trained in purpose-driven business

HIGH DEGREE

Customer related metrics are directly anchored in your desired purpose impact

You primarily interact with your customers based on the desired purpose impact

Customers are involved in translating and implementing your purpose

People responsible for customer success are trained in purpose-driven business

HIGH DEGREE

Your purpose is the nr 1 gate for any business decision

Your purpose is cascaded to every business unit, team and individual across the company

Your board and senior leadership are role models in purpose-driven decision making 

You have specific proof of saying no to potential business because of a lacking purpose alignment

PEOPLE & 
CULTURE

CUSTOMERS

DECISION 
MAKING



MAKING 
BUSINESS 
USEFUL

In the business of making 
business useful.

md@fridaycph.com
(+45) 23897828
@fridaycph


